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Introduction

• Goal of this talk:

• to give an overview and share our experience with concepts & methods that we 
have found quite useful in the development of an efficient HEP data analysis 
framework.

• Adopting the new approaches helped us to achieve up to ~100 times speedup for a 
complete LHC analysis, as compared to earlier, less efficient implementations.
(currently full analysis takes ~2 hrs for input dataset with 3.6 billion collision events / ~3TB)

• Outline:

1. The benchmark analysis: Higgs boson decay into two muons

2. Columnar approach to data analysis

3. Scaling up the analysis using local Analysis Facility

4. Efficient workflow management using Dask

5. Timing & scaling measurements
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1. H→µ+µ- analysis
• Search for Higgs boson decay into a pair of oppositely 

charged muons.

• H→µµ discovery will be an important milestone for
Higgs physics, as it will allow to measure Higgs coupling
to 2nd generation fermions for the first time.

• CMS recently reported first evidence of H→µµ decay with an

observed significance of 3σ.

• “Evidence for Higgs boson decay to a pair of muons“, CMS Collaboration, JHEP 01 (2021) 148 

• Expecting even more significant results with data from LHC Run 3 and HL-LHC.

• Challenges:

• Very low probability of H→µµ decay
(producing a Higgs boson is already a rare event, and only 1 in 4600 Higgs bosons will decay 
into muons) ⇒ Need to collect & analyze a lot of data (billions of collisions).

• “Background” processes that look similar to H→µµ decay, but much more likely to occur.
⇒ Need state of the art data analysis methods and machine learning to distinguish H→µµ  
decays from background events.
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Detector

H→µµ decay

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1815813


Stage 2Stage 1

Framework design
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Input dataset
Real and simulated collision 

events in CERN’s ROOT format

“Pre-processor”
Prepare a list of input files and 

useful metadata for further 
processing.

“Post-processor”
• Training & evaluating neural 

networks, boosted decision 
trees

• Fitting distributions with 
parametric functions

• Filling histograms
• Making plots
• Performing statistical analysis

Output: unbinned data
Pandas DataFrames

Outputs:
Histograms, plots, trained NN 

models, statistical summaries, etc.

“Processor”
• Select events and objects 

(muons, hadron jets, etc.)
• Apply corrections to 

simulated events
• Construct new variables.



2. Columnar analysis
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• Traditional approach (event loops):

• Load events one by one

• Apply operations, compute observables,
fill histograms individually for each event

• Columnar approach [talk with detailed overview]:

• Load relevant values for many events into arrays

• Perform operations on all events at the same time using array programming

• In our experience, all relevant operations could be formulated via array programming

• Compatible with scientific Python ecosystem (Numpy, Pandas, Matplotlib)

• Fast learning curve & more understandable code

• Useful packages for columnar analysis:

• Uproot – efficient reading of columnar data from ROOT files

• Awkward-array – implements Numpy-like functionality for jagged arrays

• Coffea – high-level tools for columnar analysis specific to HEP

https://indico.cern.ch/event/759388/contributions/3306852/attachments/1816027/2968106/ncsmith-how2019-columnar.pdf
https://github.com/scikit-hep/uproot4
https://github.com/scikit-hep/awkward-1.0
https://github.com/CoffeaTeam/coffea


3. Scaling up using local Analysis Facility
Traditional approach:

• Computationally intensive work distributed to Worldwide LHC
Computing Grid using CRAB submission system

• No control over priority / waiting times

• Limited control over locality of the computing nodes
and available resources

Our approach: make use of hardware & software at the local Analysis Facility

• We have enough resources to run a full analysis locally @ Purdue University

• We can avoid a lot of scheduling overheads without compromising
on reliability and performance

• Benefits of local Analysis Facility:

• Flexibility over computing resources: number of CPUs / GPUs, allocated memory,
can be adjusted according to the requirements of each job

• Much shorter wait times; better understanding and more control over job failures

• Accessing datasets locally

• Quicker resolution of issues due to close contact with local system administrators
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https://indico.fnal.gov/event/47040/contributions/209606/subcontributions/7877/attachments/140706/176891/AF_-_OSG_USLHC_-_4_Mar_21.pdf


• Many HEP tasks are “embarrassingly parallel”, i.e. trivial to split into independent subproblems 
that can be run in parallel:

• Order of events in input dataset usually does not matter

• Producing many histograms or plots can usually be done in parallel

• In fact, there are only a few tasks that really cannot be parallelized

• We use Dask.distributed for job scheduling whenever parallelization
is possible – whether it is a complex computationally intensive task,
or a simple plotting script.

• Dask is written in pure Python and well compatible with other pythonic packages

• Very small scheduling overheads (~1 ms)

• User-friendly pythonic interface and fast learning curve

• Compatible with many popular batch submission systems (Slurm, PBS, HTCondor, etc)

• Coffea has a Dask executor that allows to parallelize HEP analysis out-of-the-box

4. Workflow management: Dask
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http://distributed.dask.org/en/stable/
https://github.com/CoffeaTeam/coffea


Analysis workflow

Some parallelizable work:
• Submit to cluster using 

Dask client
• Compute in parallel
• Collect results

4. Workflow management: Dask
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Scalable Dask cluster initialized 
using a batch system (e.g. Slurm)

Worker Worker Worker

Worker Worker Worker

Worker Worker Worker

Dask Client
(connects to cluster by IP)

Some sequential work

Some sequential work

etc.

Some parallelizable work

client = dask.distributed.Client(…)  # connect to a cluster of workers
inputs = [input1, input2, …]         # arguments for the function
futures = client.map(func, inputs)   # distribute work over the cluster
results = client.gather(futures)     # collect the results

def func(input):                     # function to run over each argument
result = do_something(input)
return result

Example of simple workflow parallelization using Dask



4. Workflow management: Dask vs. Apache Spark

• Apache Spark is another popular tool that can be used for
job scheduling as an alternative to Dask

• Potential benefits:

• Better performance & reliability on large amounts of data
(Dask was not really designed for that)

• Compatibility with other services, e.g. Apache Hadoop

• Larger developer community

• Spark did not work for us for multiple reasons:

• Spark is not yet properly compatible with some of HEP data formats such as
ROOT and awkward-arrays

• Dask is more easily integrated into a fully pythonic framework

• Spark is (subjectively) harder to debug due to Java backend

• However, Spark may be a more convenient choice in other analysis design.
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https://spark.apache.org/


5. Performance & scaling
• What takes time in columnar analysis?

• Measuring timing of different types of 
columnar operations for a single data chunk
processed by a single core.

• Initialization is a constant overhead which
is related to setting up the processing job;
it will not scale with the amount of input data
even if more than one chunk is processed.

• Among the array operations, the most time
consuming is evaluation of lookup tables,
which has an overhead even when processing few events.

• For larger data chunks, the contribution of sorting is also non-negligible.

• Performing this study helped us to get rid of multiple significant bottlenecks
related to unnecessary data type conversions and suboptimal memory usage.
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5. Performance & scaling
• Quality of parallelization can be assessed by measuring the processing time for:

• Fixed input sample size 

• Different ways to split the data

• Different number of cores

• Benchmark: 100k events split into chunks of equal size

• Can extract a lot of interesting information, such as effective serial fraction (Karp-Flatt metric)
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P – number of cores
ψ – speedup with P cores

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/78607.78614


Summary

• Data analysis in HEP can be accelerated by orders of magnitude by:

• Switching to columnar analysis & array programming instead of event loops

• Extensive use of local computing resources (Analysis Facilities)

• Designing efficient parallel workflows with tools like Dask and Apache Spark

• Understanding the factors contributing to timing & scalability of the analysis

• We believe that other HEP analyses (and possibly outside of HEP) can benefit from 
adopting some of these approaches to perform data analysis faster and more 
efficiently.
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